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Belarus Warning Update: Moscow and Minsk Hold Simultaneous 
Combat Readiness Exercises in Kaliningrad, Mainland Russia, 

and Belarus 
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January 28, 2021, 5:00 pm EDT 

 
Russian Western Military District (WMD) and Belarusian forces began simultaneous, 
large combat-readiness exercises in Kaliningrad, Belarus, and mainland western Russia 
on January 25, 2021. The Russian and Belarusian exercises are nominally separate and do not 
mention any joint activity; however, the exercises’ similarities in timing, geographic proximity, scale, 
and type of activity in resemblance to previous joint exercises indicate they are likely connected and 
complimentary. 
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Russia’s Western Military District (WMD) began a brigade-sized readiness exercise in 
Kaliningrad on January 25. Brigade-sized elements (approximately 3,000 personnel) of the 
Russian Baltic Fleet began comprehensive combat readiness exercises with ground, naval, naval 
infantry, naval aviation, and air defense units in Kaliningrad on January 25.1 The Russian Ministry of 
Defense claims these exercises are preplanned and did not specify their end date. Baltic Fleet exercises 
have continued through January 28 as of this writing.2  

The WMD also conducted command and control (C2) and signals exercises across five 
regions (oblasts) in the WMD on January 25. Roughly reinforced-battalion-sized 
(approximately 800 personnel) signals elements of the Moscow-based First Tank Army conducted 
communications and C2 exercises across five unspecified oblasts in the WMD on January 25.3 Belarus 
borders three oblasts in the WMD.  

Belarus began a snap countrywide readiness exercise on January 25. Unspecified elements 
of Belarus’ Minsk-based 120th, Slonim-based 11th, and Liepiel-based 19th mechanized brigades; the 
Vitebsk-based 103rd airborne brigade; and other unspecified Belarusian military units are 
participating.4 These ongoing exercises include air, air defense, engineer, signals, and other support 
units. This snap exercise is likely a large-scale strategic readiness exercise given its size, scope, and that 
the four of Belarus’ six brigades are participating.5 The Belarusian Ministry of Defense has not 
specified where else in Belarus the exercises are occurring, or an end date.  

The WMD began another brigade-sized exercise on January 28. Approximately 3,500 
personnel of the Russian 6th Combined Arms Army began exercises in Voronezh, Belgorod, Bryansk, 
Smolensk, Kursk, and Moscow on January 28.6 This exercise includes C2, signals, electronic warfare, 
reconnaissance, and chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear defense (CBRN) activity. The 
Russian Ministry of Defense claims this exercise was also preplanned and has not specified when it will 
end. This exercise is occurring in tandem with the ongoing “preplanned” exercises in Kaliningrad and 
snap readiness exercises in Belarus. Smolensk and Bryansk border eastern Belarus. 

These exercises are likely the January 2021 iteration of the monthly joint Russo-
Belarusian exercises and are intended to support Russian-Belarusian military 
integration at the upcoming Zapad 2021 exercises.7 

Russian and Belarusian forces have conducted joint military exercises on an almost 
monthly basis since August 2020.8 Russian President Vladimir Putin and self-declared Belarusian 
President Alexander Lukashenko agreed in September 2020 to hold “almost monthly” joint military 
exercises in both Belarus and Russia starting in 2021.9 Western Military District Commander Alexander 
Zhuravlev said preparations for the Zapad 2021 exercises had already begun in December 2020.10 A 
large joint Russian-Belarusian exercise in January 2021 would thus be consistent with the pattern of 
frequent joint Russian-Belarusian exercises that ISW has observed since August 2020. 

The activities from the simultaneous ongoing exercises in Russia and Belarus are 
consistent with activities from previous observed joint Russian-Belarusian exercises 
since August 2020.  

Russian and Belarusian exercises in January 2021 have similar air defense 
elements. A battalion-sized air defense element (200 personnel), likely of the Russian Baltic 
Fleet’s 22nd Anti-Aircraft Missile Regiment, began conducting air defense exercises in 
Kaliningrad on January 24.11 This exercise was likely connected to the larger brigade-sized 
exercise that began on January 25, given their close timing. Unspecified elements of the 
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Belarusian Brest-based 115th Anti-Aircraft Rocket Regiment began air defense exercises as in 
Brest on January 26 as part of Belarus’ larger snap exercise.12 

Russian and Belarusian military-technical cooperation since August 2020 has emphasized joint 
air defense.13 The Kremlin likely seeks to integrate Belarus’ currently independent air defense 
systems into Russia’s own national air defense system by leveraging the Zapad 2021 exercises.14 
Nominally independent but effectively joint air defense exercises in Kaliningrad and Brest could 
help prepare for this assessed effort.  

Both Russian and Belarusian exercises in January 2021 have similar C2 and signals 
elements. The pattern of C2 and signals activities in Belarus and the WMD in these late January 
exercises is consistent with Belarusian and WMD exercises that also emphasized C2 and signals 
activity throughout fall 2020.15  

The Kremlin is likely intensifying its operational security to obfuscate its efforts to 
integrate Belarus’ military into Russia’s. A Kremlin information operation is likely framing these 
complementary and simultaneous Russian-Belarusian exercises as “independent.” The Kremlin 
deliberately misrepresented its snap exercises with Belarus in fall 2020 by branding them as 
“preplanned exercises” to create a false sense of normality.16  

Minsk’s assertion that Belarusian exercises are “snap” against the Russian claims that WMD exercises 
are “preplanned” may indicate a Belarusian effort to resist a Kremlin information operation or a lack of 
information operation coordination. It is also possible that the exercises are unconnected, though that 
is unlikely given the exercises’ strong correlations and consistency with previously observed patterns of 
activity. 

Forecast: The Zapad 2021 exercises will likely support Putin’s efforts to establish a 
continuous Russian military presence in Belarus. Zapad 2021 will emphasize the logistical 
activities necessary to establish supply lines that could support a sustained Russian presence in Belarus. 
Kremlin-linked newspaper Izvestia reported that Zapad 2021 participants—likely Russian WMD 
logistics units—will establish a special logistics base to supply troops participating in Zapad 2021 with 
fuel, lubricants, food, and other materials.17 This revelation is the latest in a series of indicators of Russia 
setting conditions to create supply lines to Belarus to support a permanent or near-permanent 
deployment.18 The Russian Ministry of Defense announced exercises to transport ammunition and fuel 
closer to Belarus in early October 2020, for example.19  

ISW will continue monitoring the situation and providing updates. 
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